**Brush Pro Dry Compound**

Brush Pro Dry Compound works like a natural soft sponge by dissolving and soaking up the soil. The soil becomes trapped in the compound then is picked up leaving a clean, hygienic carpet with a fresh, pleasant scent.

- Absorbs soil like a sponge
- Triple filtered to remove small particles. (It's the small particles that are hard to get back out of the carpet)
- Biodegradable/compostable - 100% natural
- Proprietary ingredients give stellar results when used with the pre-spray, even on the worst commercial carpets.
- Engineered to release from carpet fibers easily when done.
- Neutral pH
- 75sf per lb coverage
- No corn husk fillers that can discolor carpets

No down time - once the compound is picked up, the carpet is ready for immediate use.

**1.** Spray Brush Pro Carpet Prespray onto soiled carpet.

**2.** Sprinkle Brush Pro Dry Compound onto the carpet.

**3.** Brush in with Brush Pro vigorously in all directions.

**4.** Pick up compound with Brush Pro and lifter attachment.

To learn more about Brush Pro Carpet Prespray call 800-637-3789 or visit www.hydroforce.com